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ABSTRACT

'Cloud computing', is a broad concept and in general is a term used for internet-based computing resources that are in an unspecified remote location or locations and that are flexible and fungible. Clouds provide a wide range of computing capability available as a service where users are separated from the underlying technology by a set of APIs. These computing capabilities are made available by abstracting at different levels; at the hardware level, development platform or the applications level. Cloud computing is particularly helpful to application developers and IT operations because it allows them to focus on the service/application provided rather than worrying about scaling, failure, maintenance or reliability of these computing resources. By consolidating and sharing computing resources among multiple tenants thus improving utilization, cloud computing brings cost savings to end users. The higher the abstraction level, greater are the benefits resulting from better resource utilization and thus more cost savings, both for providers and end users.

As computing resources become cheaper, network connectivity and bandwidth improve both in terms of availability and pricing and human resources becomes expensive, cloud computing is increasingly seen as viable replacement of enterprise owned local IT infrastructure. With the adoption of cloud computing comes a major shift in the underlying architecture of how we develop, deploy, deliver and run applications compared to existing behavior where we run applications on local computing resources and thus increasing pressure on enterprise software vendors to adopt these new business model for software development and new alternate software delivery models that are supported by and derive the benefits of cloud computing.

While legacy enterprise software can simply be installed and run on instances on the cloud using cloud based infrastructure services, maximum benefits are realized by end users when these applications itself are provided as a service in the form of a platform or software. To do so, in most cases, legacy enterprise software would have to go through an architecture overhaul to be able to deliver existing functionalities as a platform or software as a service. Enterprise software vendors would also have to change their current business models where large license revenues, high maintenance cost of antiquated versions and heavily invested customers are the standard and move to pay-per-use cloud computing model.

This thesis aims to study the implications of 'Cloud Computing' trends on the development, distribution, business models and the business of enterprise software vendors. This thesis tries
to chart and predict the progress of trends in computing towards ‘cloud computing’, connect those trends to enterprise software usage changes and determine the impact on enterprise software vendors. This will help enterprise software vendors to determine what if any strategic options available will help adopt this technological innovation and conform to future enterprise software requirements based on this trend.
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1. Introduction

The cloud is a metaphor used for internet based computing resource derived from the common depiction of a cloud in network diagrams. The concept of cloud computing originated in the 1960’s as a form of computation organized as a public utility. Cloud computing is a way of delivering IT-enabled services in the form of software, platforms or Infrastructure [29]. Cloud computing is:

- Computing resource that is ‘out there’, connected to via IP, typically over the Internet
- Is a Flexible and Fungible computing resource, i.e. it can be scaled up or down very easily and can be replaced without worrying about underlying hardware architecture.

That said, in general cloud computing has the following additional characteristics, which in no way defines what clouds are supposed to be but are ways in which clouds are typically implemented:

- Elasticity of the computing model: The cloud computing model allows users to scale up or down different resources allocated to them. Cloud providers charge users for computing resources just as a utility, i.e. on the basis of the amount of resources and
the time period for which those resources are used. Elasticity allows users to use just as much resource they want and not get charged when not using any resource.

- **Fault-tolerant or self-healing:** In case of a failure the computing resource will be able to continue running the application without disruption using alternate resources. This allows achieving redundancies and guaranteeing uptime.

- **Multi-tenancy:** Multi-tenancy allows several clients to share the same instance of a software application where the application separates data and configuration allowing customers to experience a customized virtual application instance. Multi-tenancy allows underlying resources to be shared consolidating computing resources and achieving economies of scale.

- **Utility computing driven by SLA:** Provides computation and/or storage services on a metered basis managed by a service level agreement (SLA). The SLA determines the guaranteed uptime of the cloud, computing response time, failover recovery time etc.

- **Autonomic features:** where systems have self management features and require little or no administration of hardware resources by end users and thus reduce system administration and management efforts.
- Virtualization: Applications are decoupled from the underlying hardware resource. This allows running multiple applications on a single piece of hardware or a single application to run on multiple computer systems. Virtualization allows abstracting the hardware level so that any operating system can be run on available resources rather than worrying about a coupled hardware and operating system to run on it. Virtualization allows better utilization of computing resources.

Clouds are seen to have been implemented in different ways. One of the most common trends to building a commercial cloud is to build huge data warehouses with clusters that include thousands of servers in a geographical location where it is cheap to house and power these servers, run virtualization software that pool these resources together or help slice and distribute the chunks of the task to be performed. In some cases clouds may be built using grids with additional interface and service software running. Grids are basically an application of several computers, supported by interoperability technology, to divide, distribute and compute a single task.

With their different implementations cloud computing can be characterized by the level at which the underlying resources are abstracted. Along those lines the three levels of cloud offerings are:
• Software as a Service (SaaS): This level includes software applications that are hosted and run on the internet, the user is not concerned where the applications are run or where the data is stored. The user connects to the service using a generic interface like a web browser. Some of the examples of SaaS are online webmail (Gmail, Yahoo mail etc), online subscription based sales and Customer Relation Management software (Salesforce.com), online document management services (Zoho, Google Docs) etc.

• Platform as a Service (PaaS): An application platform is offered at this level where developers can use available tools from the platform provider to write and deploy their applications on the infrastructure available from the provider. Examples are Google App, Force.com, and Microsoft Azure.

• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Computing hardware resources is provided as a service via the internet and users/developers would typically obtain an instance of their compute and storage resource, connect to it remotely and use it just as they would use a server available to them. Examples are Amazon EC2, Flexiscale etc.
With the above classification of cloud computing based on the type of resources provided as a service we find that SaaS implementations often make use of underlying PaaS and IaaS services. Similarly, PaaS implementations could be using an underlying IaaS service. As we go higher the offering levels, i.e. from IaaS to PaaS to SaaS the level of resource sharing and thus resource utilization increases. At the same time, as we move up the stack from IaaS to SaaS customers tradeoff the capability of what they can use the cloud resources for. At the IaaS level, users can create and run an instance of any operating system supported, then install and run any software they wish to or use that instance for any other purpose like serving a
web application etc. At the PaaS level developers use the service to develop application using the provided software development kit and are restricted by the interface, language and the features that the PaaS service provider offers. At the SaaS level, end users are limited to using specific applications offered by providers and might have only limited capability to customize the interface to those applications.

Looking at the benefits at each level we see that the maximum benefits are derived at the SaaS level. The SaaS level involves maximum possible sharing of underlying computing resources, right from the hardware up to the software shared by multiple users. Users do not need to buy licenses at a fixed cost and can pay on usage basis only for the time that they use the software. There are no upgrades or patches to the software that the user needs to worry about and no maintenance related to backup security etc. From the application developers perspective putting out patches and upgrades is easy since only a centralized codebase needs to be updated. This allows putting out patches and upgrades more frequently and quickly.

At the PaaS level, application developers avoid building from scratch by using available prebuilt building blocks that provide required functionality. Developers can focus on the application without worrying about scalability or required infrastructure to develop these applications.
At the IaaS level users get the benefit of being able to scale hardware resources, up or down, based on their consumption. At this level, it is left to the user to install the required software on barebones computing instances and to configure and use these instances as the user wishes to.

Figure 2 Plot of Benefits v/s User Capability Restrictions for Cloud Computing
1.1 Technology Evolution

Looking at the past technology trend that lead to cloud computing and associated virtualized platforms will help shed some light on where the technology is headed and how it will help shape future computation usage.

The technology evolution on the hardware front has been from mainframes to distributed computing as computing power got smaller and cheaper. Distributed computing involved individual computers connected to the internet for communication, but all of the applications would run on these individual computers and data stored locally. This was followed by evolution into use of clusters. Clusters are a group of linked computers working together closely behaving like a single high performance computer. Clusters are generally used for high computational task and are typically more cost efficient than a single computer of comparable performance. Clusters included

- High Availability Clusters: Also known as failover clusters are clusters with redundant node to improve availability of computing services.

- Load Balancing Clusters: Such clusters distribute workload over multiple nodes.

Grids followed as the next evolutionary step to clusters, which are very much similar to clusters except that grids are more focused on throughput like a computing utility. Grids run
workloads that can be divided into many independent jobs that do not need to share data while they are run and execute them in parallel.

In the software area the concept of virtualization came into being with the Application Virtualization which is being able to run applications on alien hardware or operating system. Some of the examples of application virtualization are emulators and cross platform applications. The next stage in virtualization was Resource Virtualization, i.e. virtualizing computing resources like storage, memory or other network resources. Network Attached Storage (NAS) and Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) are examples of storage virtualization. Resource virtualization was followed with Platform Virtualization which allowed to fully virtualize a platform i.e. separates the operating system from the underlying computer hardware by running what is termed as a Hypervisor\(^1\) within which multiple operating systems can run sharing the hardware resources available to the hypervisor.

\[^1\text{A virtualization platform that allows multiple operating systems to run on a host computer at the same time.}\]
Figure 3 Virtualization at different levels
Figure 4 Technology Evolution
The evolution, both in areas of hardware and software has helped launch the next level of computational ‘Cloud Services’, where firms put together a large, powerful centralized computational resource made up of a high end clusters and grids, run virtualization software on these clusters/grids and help share these computational in as simple a way as plugging into an electrical terminal to connect to the electrical grid.

As opposed to the general meaning of the term ‘cloud computing’, clouds are not always a remote internet based rented computation service running out of a huge data warehouse from vendors who manage these large data warehouse, referred to as Public Clouds in this paper. Clouds can also be high end in-house/local computation resource pools that are shared using some form of virtualization software that enables to partition the hardware resource and lets multiple users share the underlying hardware each running their own instances or applications. These clouds are referred to as Private Clouds. In general both public and private clouds based on the virtualization software that they run are capable of running

- Specific platform based applications like web application
- Complete instances of operating systems allowing users to run a virtual instance of a server workstation or desktop.
1.2 Business Model

The stakeholders and their relations differ slightly when considering private and public clouds. The stakeholders involved in a cloud based business model are

- The Cloud service provider (only in public clouds): The cloud service provider is the one who hosts the hardware and required cloud infrastructure software and offer their services on a pay-per-use basis. The type of service can vary at different levels, it could be a complete service with all utility computation or a particular component like storage, infrastructure virtualization software etc.

- Application software developer (Enterprise and Open source groups): These are software vendors developing applications that can be targeted for the cloud platforms. Applications are generally scalable and enterprise grade. The providers include both enterprise software vendors and open source software vendors.

- Cloud Software/Platform users

- Local IT departments: In case of a private cloud local IT departments are the ones who host these cloud environments. When using a public cloud IT departments will usually help manage cloud instances on the public cloud.
• Hardware providers

• Cloud infrastructure and management software providers

The business model for private clouds is fairly simple where IT departments with a goal to reduce IT related costs, improve IT services and to incorporate flexibility, scalability and reliability choose to build a private cloud. The IT departments acquire hardware from traditional hardware providers and cloud infrastructure software, in most cases virtualization software, from cloud software firms and setup their very own cloud. Such clouds have a smaller range of scalability and reliability. Two main reasons why enterprises own private clouds are

• For the use as test beds for application development targeted to deployment on the cloud

• To host proprietary applications/content that firms do not want to give control to third party cloud providers. Such clouds are commonly used in the banking and financial industry where firms would like to keep data within their premises.

The private cloud helps improve hardware and software utilization by sharing the same underlying hardware or software resources among multiple users thus reducing the amount of hardware or the required number of software licenses. With increasing adoption of cloud
architecture this translate to lower sales for hardware and application software vendors. Cloud Infrastructure software developers stand to gain with more usage of their software to run these clouds.

Compared to private clouds, public clouds are generally of a much larger scale and hence derive more gains by economies of scale, i.e. they are able to time share the same pool of resources among various customers whose usage patterns are different. In a public cloud, depending on the services provided (SaaS, PaaS or IaaS) the cloud provider deals with the hardware, cloud infrastructure software provider and with application software providers. With adoption of cloud computing infrastructure services from IaaS providers cloud computing is brings higher utilization of hardware resources. This will hit hardware providers on two fronts, on one hand it will reduce overall hardware sales and on the other hand it will consolidate hardware customers making IaaS providers large customers who will be making a growing share of the hardware acquisition giving IaaS providers an upper hand over hardware provider.
In the software applications space, PaaS and SaaS models bring compelling benefits to development and distribution. Given the choice between using applications the old way i.e. buying a license at a fixed cost, installing it on local hardware and using it as opposed to using application from a SaaS provider to accomplish the same task, users prefer to use the SaaS provided application. The SaaS model is beneficial to users since they pay on a usage basis, do not need any special hardware to run the application, need not worry about upgrades, patch installations, downtime, data backup, security or other maintenance. These benefits coupled with higher utilization of underlying computing resources in the SaaS model reduce cost of
application usage for the end user. Similarly, the PaaS model helps developers to develop applications quickly using provided building blocks without the need of capital investment in hardware, software development kits or worrying about scalability and basic infrastructure related issues. SaaS and PaaS models have their own downsides too, with SaaS users have to depend on the provider for application availability, their data resides in the hand of the provider and they lose control over application downtimes, upgrades etc.

With the trend in moving to SaaS platforms end users are looking for SaaS solutions rather than legacy applications. Even though users can acquire infrastructure services from IaaS providers, install these legacy applications on cloud instances and run them on the cloud, at the end of the day the user is still responsible to maintain that piece of software on the cloud instance. IaaS providers, and in some case third parties, generally make available instance image stacks with required software that users can directly use on a pay-per-use basis without worrying about purchasing a license for the software application or installing it. But such a model too will face issues if customers want to take this image and add some customization to it, in which case updating the image with software application updates becomes a task for the user to follow up. That is probably why so far we have not seen images for custom enterprise applications widely offered by third parties or cloud providers. So, without porting a legacy application to the SaaS platform legacy enterprise application is left to partner with IaaS providers to make available instance images including their applications.
Thus, in this new business model the cloud provider is the application distribution channel who controls value in the supply chain and is bound to squeeze or replace other players.

Figure 6 Cloud Business Model for Enterprise Software

Further looking at the cloud service providers in detail they can be broadly put under four categories that stack together to form the overall cloud offering:

- Infrastructure Provider: Provide the hardware infrastructure required to serve computing resource.
- **Cloud Storage Providers**: Storage services on the cloud where applications and databases can reside and from where they can be accessed and run.

- **Infrastructure Software Provider**: The core cloud infrastructure software that manages and shares computing resources.

- **Cloud Administrative Software Providers**: Software that helps users and cloud administrators to manage cloud services and enable the cloud business model.

Figure 7 Cloud Provider Stack
Most of the cloud providers usually play in more than one layer of the cloud stack. Among all, Amazon is by far the leader in cloud services with its Amazon Web Services (AWS) that includes Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) and Amazon SimpleDB services. The other big enterprise cloud players/offerings are Google with their Google App Engine, Microsoft Azure, Force.com from SalesForce, AppNexus, GoGrid, FlexiScale, VMWare etc.

The table below briefly describes some of the players in the cloud computing space and in what capacity are they involved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon EC2/S3/SimpleDB</td>
<td>Amazon offers the widest range of cloud services ranging from running web services to being able to use custom Linux, Solaris and Windows instances. Their cloud management tools need to be improved and the command line interface to manage virtual instances can be cumbersome. Amazon uses the open source Xen hypervisor for virtualization and disk storage on the S3 is volatile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google App Engine</td>
<td>The Google App Engine is a cloud platform that allows any Python based web application to run. The API is simple but limited and the pricing is based on complex metrics thus making cost difficult to anticipate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Microsoft Azure</strong></td>
<td>The Microsoft Azure builds upon the development tools and environment prevalent with existing Windows platforms like .Net, ASP and Visual Studio. Though applications developed on Windows under these same tools cannot be directly run on Windows Azure and need to be ported. Pricing for Windows Azure is not yet available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Force.com</strong></td>
<td>This is a web application similar to Google's cloud service and had started as a provider of the salesforce.com web application. Force.com uses the Apex programming language which is a new tool to develop on the force.com multitenant platform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flexiscale</strong></td>
<td>Flexiscale is a UK based cloud service provider that provisions virtual dedicated Windows and Linux servers using ControlPanel or APIs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AppNexus</strong></td>
<td>AppNexus is primarily a scalable, enterprise self-service hosting service. It provides load balancing and storage facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GoGrid</strong></td>
<td>GoGrid offers a wide range of machine images that include CentOS and RedHat Linux with Apache, PHP, MySQL or Facebook and Windows server 2003 with IIS, ASP.Net and SQL Server. GoGrid does not offer database storage feature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Joyent</strong></td>
<td>Joyent provides virtualized servers, known as Accelerator, deployed in a high grade networking and routing environment that supports hardware load balancing and persistent and fast storage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mosso</strong></td>
<td>Provides cloud services ranging from simple web application hosting to cloud servers in various flavors of Linux distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Their pricing includes fixed rate plans, i.e. monthly rate plans for specific virtual instances. Mosso uses VMware to create an EC2 like cloud but with persistent storage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Xen</strong></td>
<td>Xen is an open source hypervisor which is the fastest and most secure infrastructure virtualization solution available supporting a wide range of guest operating systems including Linux, Windows and Solaris.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enomaly</strong></td>
<td>Enomaly offers Elastic Computing Platform (ECP) which is a programmable virtual cloud infrastructure tool to design, deploy and manage a local or a public cloud. It supports multiple cloud platforms like Amazon EC2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VMware</strong></td>
<td>VMware provides enterprise grade infrastructure virtualization software that helps create and manage local or public clouds. VMware is the leader in x86/Windows virtualization hypervisor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RightScale</strong></td>
<td>Provides a dashboard and front end for Amazon EC2 and S3 cloud services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. **Approach**

The goal of this thesis is to plot the trends in computing towards cloud computing and how cloud computing will evolve, and then determine its impact on software development and on entities in the enterprise software business ecosystem.

2.1 **Motivation**

Cloud computing is bringing about a major shift in the way software applications are deployed, distributed and paid for. This in turn stirs up the software business ecosystem impacting existing business models and creating opportunities for new business models. After successfully running free end user applications for non-essential purposes (like free web based email, social networking sites etc.) on the cloud for some years now, cloud computing has improved over recent years in terms of security, reliability, failover etc. making it now feasible to run large enterprise applications.

The required infrastructure to connect to these remote computing resources, broadband connectivity for both enterprises and home based connections has also improved over the years. Enterprises can now afford high bandwidth dedicated connectivity at affordable prices which can handle the data transfer volumes to serve cloud based applications and have a large
customer base that connects to these computing resources remotely. With current broadband penetration of 57% in US households\(^2\) making up about 87.49% of active internet users leaving a remaining 12.51% on narrowband connection using 56 Kbps or less.

It is now feasible and economical for end users to connect and use software on the clouds. Thus, within the cloud ecosystem I see enterprise software as one of the area that will see some of the highest impact.

2.2 Methodology

The method used to determine the impact of shift towards cloud computing on enterprise software vendors is based on determining answers to the following questions:

- How is computing shifting towards cloud computing?

- How is cloud computing evolving and how is it being accepted as a reliable environment to run critical application?

\(^2\) From [http://www.nielson-online.com/](http://www.nielson-online.com/)
• What is the business model with cloud computing?

• How would the changes in computing moving towards cloud computing impact the related business ecosystem which includes enterprise software vendors as one of the giants playing in this area?

• How would cloud computing business models force changes in legacy enterprise software business model?

To determine the evolution of the cloud technology existing literature on cloud computing was surveyed and a close tab kept on current information related to different players in the cloud computing space. Cloud computing resources from some of the providers was used to understand usage of these services and how these services would be used to run applications.

Various theories were applied ranging from Christensen and Raynor’s theory of Disruptive Innovation to Charlie Fine’s theory of Clock Speed to determine the evolution of the cloud computing technology and the evolution of the software business ecosystem. This is followed by a prescriptive recommendation on what challenges will enterprise software vendors face in light of these predictions and what steps they can take to mitigate threats and utilize the cloud technology development their advantage.
3. Analysis: Impact of cloud computing on ESVs

To determine the impact of cloud computing on ESVs the research looked at the pros and cons of cloud computing, how it impacts the overall computing ecosystem, where in its maturity stage is this technology, what is the market acceptance and what are the forecasts for cloud computing technology. Following this, the results were then translated into these ecosystem changes to impacts on ESVs.

3.1 Ecosystem Changes introduced by Cloud Computing

3.1.1 Scalability

Cloud computing makes it easy to scale computing resources up or down and makes it much easier to maintain these resources. Scaling on a cloud is as simple as running a few APIs to request more computing resources be it more processing power, more instances, more storage or capacity to handle more request by an application. On a local IT infrastructure scaling in most cases involves ordering and waiting weeks for additional hardware resource if you have crossed your limits on hardware resources.

3.1.2 Cost: Cloud vs. Owning
To determine cost impact of cloud computing IaaS and SaaS were analyzed. This analysis focused on Amazon EC2, one of the dominant IaaS provider, calculating the cost of running a fairly small IT system of about 200 compute units on Amazon EC2 and compared it to calculated cost when the IT system is built in house. Amazon EC2 provides various standard server instances with different compute, storage and I/O capacity. Each instance is charged at a standard cost per unit hour of usage, i.e. charges for instances are accrued only when they are used, once the instance is shutdown there is no charge for that compute instance. This analysis considered what is called the Extra Large instance available on Amazon EC2 charged at $0.80 per hour running a Linux/Unix operating system. It is assumed that one system administrator is required to maintain and manage these 200 compute instances in case of a local IT infrastructure but can manage about 2000 instances when managing Amazon instances since there is very little required in terms of maintenance etc. Assume that the System administrator is paid an annual salary of $120,000.

- Amazon EC2 Cost
Extra Large CPU instance cost per hour: $0.80 per hour

Maintenance cost per hour (system administrator) = \$120,000/year/12 months/30 days/24 hours/2000 machines = $0.007

Total Cost per compute unit per hour = $0.80 + $0.007 = $0.807

- Local owned IT infrastructure

Cost of a Single equivalent machine with 3 year service warranty = $2500

Machine cost per hour amortized over 3 years = $2500/12/3/30/24 = $0.096

Cost of cabinet rent that houses 40 machines and power for a month = $2500

Cabinet and Power cost per hour = $2500/30/24/40 = $0.087

Maintenance cost per hour (system administrator) = \$120,000/year/12 months/30 days/24 hours/200 machines = $0.067

\[ \text{From } \text{http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/} \]
Total Cost per compute unit per hour = $0.096 + $0.087 + $0.067 = $0.253

This analysis shows that the cost per compute unit per hour is much cheaper in a locally owned IT infrastructure scenario, i.e. compute resource on the cloud is nearly 3 to 4 times the cost compared to owning those resources. Plotting per unit per hour cost both for cloud instance and locally owned IT for various figures of instances we see that the cost per hour on the cloud is almost 3 times the cost irrespective of the number of compute instances.

![Cost Comparison (per compute unit per hour)](image)

Figure 8 Graph comparing cost for cloud vs. owned computing resources
But the analysis makes one major assumption which skews the results. It computes the cost of compute resources per unit per hour and assumes that instances/machines are run 24x7. If these instances are run only a few hours per day the total cost incurred shows an entirely different picture. Also if we look closely into the analysis and look at the real cost that needs to shelled out we see that locally owned IT infrastructure requires a large capital expenditure where as renting compute resources in the cloud does not require any capital expenditure at all. Plotting the total expenditure comparison when instances operate only a few hours a day for Amazon EC2 and local IT we find that total expenses for Amazon cloud compute resources is very less compared to owning IT and paying capital as well as operating expense because of the fact that the operating expense on the cloud bills only for the instance in use. If the instance is shutdown after the 4 hour use daily Amazon will charge only for the 4 hours that the instance was running. Such scenarios represent applications with spikes in resource consumption, i.e. high resources consumption is required only for a short period of time.
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But the picture changes quickly as the usage of the cloud instances goes up. When usage was changed to 6, 8 or 12 hours per day, cloud computing operating expenses quickly surpassed local owned IT operating expenses and over a period of time caught up and even exceeding the capital expenditure for locally owned IT infrastructure.

Taking the model a step further and simulating real world usage with variable user load or resource requirement spread across a typical day as shown below.
The compute resource usage chart shows number of computing instances used over the period of day. Resource usage is highest at the start of a business day, dropping sharply after that then resuming picking up around 12:00 in the noon, with maybe another peak around 15:00 in the afternoon and finally peaking at around 17:00-18:00 and falling slowly during the evening. This is a typical representation of compute resource utilized for a business application like a Customer Relation Management or sales related application. With local owned IT the infrastructure needs to be built for a maximum of 80% peak i.e. if the peak usage is 160 compute instances, the local IT infrastructure needs to have at least 200 compute instances at its disposal. Keeping that in mind, the simulation creates a local IT infrastructure
with 200 machine instances. While the cloud model using Amazon instances can bring up and shutdown instances on demand it will accumulate charges only for the resources used. The graph for the cost based on simulated resource usage is below.

![Cost Comparison: Amazon Cloud vs. Local IT](image)

Figure 11 Cost comparison for real world usage simulation

While the cost for local owned IT infrastructure is fixed, since we have to build for a fixed 200 machine instances, the cost for Amazon cloud instances fluctuates with the usage pattern. The total cost accumulated over the period of a day show Amazon cloud resource costing less than locally owned IT infrastructure.
As shown in the simulation cloud resources can be cost efficient under conditions which see variations in resource usage. The elasticity offered under cloud services allows scaling up or down and thus allows minimizing cost incurred on the basis of actual consumption of computing resources.

A similar scenario was seen when comparing cost of SaaS based software to software installed and running on local IT infrastructure. SaaS based software afforded zero capital expenditure in terms of license cost or allocation of required hardware to run those applications. The results from the analysis point to cloud computing resources costing less in
low consumption phases and can overshoot local IT cost if consumption of resources is high and very stable, does not have much variation.

This analysis considered only quantifiable metrics; other important factors such as ability to scale, other maintenance requirements like backups, crash recovery, downtime etc were not included in estimating cost for local IT infrastructure or in evaluating the alternatives. That said, the cost of cloud computing resources is predicted to fall further as the technology matures and there are more providers increasing competition and thus driving down cost.

3.1.3 Adoption

Cloud computing is in its early stages of adoption and has considerable time before it can gain the status of being the dominant mode of how computing resource are acquired and used. As the adoption of cloud computing grows there are major issues to be tackled before which enterprises will truly consider moving mission critical applications out to the clouds. Among them crucial are issues related to security and interoperability at the IaaS level. Adoption at the PaaS and SaaS level are higher as it is easier to plug into an application without worrying about how to manage your instance image or learning new scripts to bring up your instances.

SaaS is forecast to have a 23.8% compound annual growth rate through 2012 for the aggregate enterprise application markets, far exceeding the total market CAGR of 11.4%.
Predictions for SaaS growth project that by 2012 more than 33% of independent software vendors will be offering some of their applications as SaaS. By 2010, 15% of large companies will have started projects to replace their ERP backbone (including financial, human capital management and procurement) with new SaaS based solutions. A sampling of SaaS adoption number below shows roughly 17-23% adoption rate among data integration tools, data quality tools and data warehouse and business intelligence software. On premise hosting still shares the major chunk of software deployment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods of Deploying Packaged Data Integration Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deployment Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosted on premises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosted externally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internally managed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outsourced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software as a service (utility)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't know</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of respondents: 564

Source: Gartner (September 2008)
3.2 Application of Frameworks

Different frameworks related to technology evolution and business models have been applied to determine the impact of cloud computing on enterprise software and enterprise software vendors.

3.2.1 Impact on Revenues

As the trend of using efficient cloud computing resources picks up the software usage model where software licenses are purchased and software installed on on-premise IT infrastructure will give way to off-premise software deployment with pay-per-use based pricing driven by Service Level Agreements (SLA). While a SLA driven model reduces overall cost for end users as the one time software license is broken down into a recurring operational cost based on usage the software vendors see just a small portion of revenue from each customer. Up until recently enterprise application have usually been a high margin sell to a select few customers and sales efforts were targeted towards these few customers who pre-selected on the basis of the license cost that they could afford. The revenue model, in essence, has shifted from high margin-low volume to low margin-high volume.

3.2.2 Technical and Product Impact for ESVs
With the trend of applications users shifting to cloud based computing resources applications itself will have to undergo major architecture shifts to be able to utilize the benefits derived from moving to the clouds:

- **Product Metering:** With conventional on-premise applications CPU usage, network data transfer, storage usage and other resources are not watched very closely unless an application is noticeably exceeding threshold usage. A few more CPU cycles, additional packets send back and forth, etc. do not increase the total cost of operations since most of these resources are in-house and more or less have a flat cost for usage. But once applications move to the cloud the customer ends up paying for each and every packet send back and forth to the cloud or for any addition CPU consumption that is required by the application. Storage for the application is paid on a metered basis too. This environment change will force application developers to look at their application and trim resource usage so that total operational cost to use their application is lower when these applications are moved to the cloud. This will require metering of resource built into products.

- **Licensing & Interface to Billing Application:** As the licensing model changes from one-time license purchase to pay-per-use, applications or their environment will need
to meter application usage and if required interface with a billing system to bill the end user.

- **Lock-in with particular platform or cloud provider:** Cloud providers offer different level of proprietary API set. There is no standardization yet for cloud services as the technology is still in the early stages of its life cycle. Using cloud services requires either using a custom application from a SaaS provider with few available customization options, or using a platform with proprietary APIs offered by PaaS providers, or learning new custom scripts and tools to manage instances on a cloud where these instances cannot be easily migrated to other clouds or local clouds. Even though most of the cloud providers use open source software to build and run their cloud services that alone does not guarantee their systems being interoperable. Thus when software vendors choose a particular cloud option, be it SaaS or IaaS, at this stage, it means locking into some form of custom/proprietary interface that is not easily portable across different cloud providers. This is especially tricky for enterprise software vendors, who already have a large customer base and have to carefully choose their SaaS offerings so as to not lose their loyal customer base. To avoid getting stuck with the wrong choice ESVs should hence look to offer a portfolio of SaaS offerings instead of laying all bets on a single platform. For start-ups there might not be a question for lock-in if they desire to use the distribution channels
already created by these cloud service providers and so it might be justifiable for them to lock-in to a particular platform. This issue has given rise to a bunch of tools that enable interoperability across various cloud offerings.

- **Scalability:** Running under a different model, in most cases running as a service the software will need to be architected so that it scales within an environment that allows it to scale making use of a much larger set of computing resources.

- **Security:** Applications running on the cloud will face any of the security risk faced by any externally run service and is open to security threats in the form of virus attacks and break in by hackers. Also since the cloud will usually have access to private data stored by customers hackers getting into the system will immediately have access to a large treasure chest of private data. In some cases application users might have issues in the first place with private data being managed by a third party, i.e. the cloud provider. Applications will thus have to be aware of such issue and application would have to be designed so that the architecture allows precautionary steps to protect the data as best as it can.

- **Failover:** With the new cloud business models applications will need to be aware of the different failover features available on the cloud that it is running on and be able to autonomously handle failover without little or no human intervention. If running
under a SaaS model it then becomes application provider’s responsibility and thus the application’s duty to manage failover.

3.2.3 Impact on Costs

The cost of developing or porting application software for cloud computing has the benefits of not requiring large hardware investment or any software license purchases. The barrier to develop and deploy software is very low and so software vendors can put out test packages out more easily and more frequently. Moving to developing on the cloud allows developers to collaborate in new ways and improves code reuse. Though at this stage, there are is no single standard means of developing software for the cloud consensus develop in the coming years.

Other than developing the major cost for software developers comes from distribution, support and maintenance. The SaaS and IaaS models helps reduce support and maintenance cost by making applications multitenant. Updates to the software can almost be delivered immediately for all customers with the single update of the cloud serving the SaaS application.
3.2.4 Business Impact

ESV will also need to look at other business impacts resulting from migrating to a cloud computing model. As seen with the product changes resulting from this migration to cloud platforms there can also be legal issues with the new SLA replacing old licensing. ESVs will own the cloud applications and as such be responsible to safeguard and secure user data, abide by privacy laws related to user data and be held responsible in case of loss of this data. If these applications are used by industries that have their information regulated, like the financial industry, then the ESVs working together with the cloud provider would be responsible to ensure compliance with industry regulations.

3.2.5 Theory of Disruptive Innovation (Christensen & Raynor, 2003)

The theory of disruptive innovation states that generally when a disruptive innovation is introduced due to circumstances and the drive to maximize profits existing well run incumbents ignore this disruption. This leads to the disruptor slowly eroding the market share and market of the incumbent and the incumbent often fails because by the time the incumbent realizes the disruptor has already overtaken the incumbent.

With the initial computing resource market focused on processing speed as the key to acquiring market share PC/desktop, mainframes and the grid/cluster manufacturers constantly
worked along the lines of improving processing speed and increasing input/output. Cloud computing started came in as a new market disruptor entering with the low end web applications that required very little processing and did not matter if it failed like web based email service, online media sharing applications etc. As broadband connectivity

![Diagram of established computing resource market and cloud computing expansion](image)

*) Figure 13 Cloud computing, a new market disruption
improved and technology to scale web applications developed more serious enterprise grade applications are being served by cloud computing. At the high end process that require huge computation resources and throughput intensive jobs like running an internet search engine, storing and managing the human genome data etc are being targeted to run on the cloud. Thus we see that cloud computing has disrupted the established computing resource market in terms of both hardware as well as software distribution chains.

Looking back at history we see patterns repeated with the introduction of a new disruptive technology or disruptive business model. Take for example the disruption of railway transportation around the 1850s. It impacted everyone in the canal boat industry and the ecosystem surrounding transportation by canal boats. Previously, as the canals were the arteries and acted as the life-line to towns and cities that sprung up around these canals saw rapid decline once the railways were adopted as mass transportation for goods and people. The canals and canal boats were functioning perfectly well and the industry had healthy profits. This leads to few insights:

- It is not the failure of the incumbent technology/business model that leads to the incumbent losing market share; the consumer market just adopts the new technology or business model that is cheaper, more efficient and more easy to use.
- When faced by a disruptive technology or disruptive business model the incumbent often is left off-guard and once the markets move quickly falls into a death spiral. Only the very dynamic and responsive players will be able to react in time to either challenge the disruption or adopt it.

With these lessons in mind looking at the cloud computing, as a disruptive technology and business model it promises to impact the software distribution and surrounding ecosystems. Any business that makes use of computing resources and software applications is bound to face the decision of continuing its legacy IT systems or migrate to more cost effective

Of late some of the enterprise software vendors realizing the impact that clouds can have on their businesses have jumped into the bandwagon and have started their own cloud services and ported their applications to run on their cloud. Microsoft Azure is one such example which has been a late entrant and finally started its own cloud services that run only Microsoft software on its cloud.

3.2.6 Clock Speed and the Double Helix Industry Movement (Fine, 1998)

According to Charlie Fine industries tend to evolve cyclically from being integrated to modular and back to being integrated. When an industry is modular, technological advances, supplier market power and higher profitability from proprietary systems pressure the industry
to integrate and firms to serve across all layers of the value chain thus becoming vertical. Once the industry is dominated by integrated players, rising complexities due to integration, organizational rigidities and competition from niche players pressures the industry back to modular. This cycle repeats itself at a pace unique to each industry based on the speed at which technological and business model innovation dissipate in that industry.

Applying the double helix movement to the enterprise software ecosystem we find that the current state of legacy enterprise software is in a highly integrated state. This has resulted in highly segmented enterprise software where applications from one software vendor do not

Figure 14 The Double Helix – Industry Movement

Applying the double helix movement to the enterprise software ecosystem we find that the current state of legacy enterprise software is in a highly integrated state. This has resulted in highly segmented enterprise software where applications from one software vendor do not
talk to applications from other vendors or at least it is quite complex and difficult to enable such interaction with each other.

This rate at which industries evolve is termed as the clock-speed of that industry and is in some way dependent on three sub metrics i.e. product clock speed, process clock speed and organizational clock speed. The higher the clock speed the higher will be the rate at which the industry evolves through the double helix.

Plotting the clock speed for the enterprise software ecosystem we see that the typical clock speed for equipment maker that is used to manufacture chips is three to six years. That is the typical life cycle period of such equipment/technology is three to six years. Similarly, the clock speed for a chip manufacturer is around two to four years. A PC manufacturer perhaps introduces new products every four to six months. At the extreme downstream is a Web site that possibly has a very short life cycle of maybe weeks or days.
While clock speed increases as we move downstream closer to the end customer we find that the clock speed for enterprise software is comparatively higher i.e. in the range of two to four years.

Next we draw the value chain for enterprise software with and without cloud computing in play and try to determine the impact on enterprise software clock speed that cloud computing will bring about.
Looking at the enterprise value chain before cloud computing we see that the end customer is dependent on enterprise software vendors, open source developers as well as dependent on equipment manufacturer which tends to slow down the clock speed for end user applications due to multiple dependencies. Open source software typically has a higher clock speed compared to enterprise software due to the development model of open source and due to the amount of resources that the open source community has access to. Enterprise software vendors on the other hand, due to the relatively more limited resources that they have at their disposable have a lower clock speed. Typically, a new version of enterprise grade software
product is released in two to four years. Open source communities on the other hand typically throw out patches or new versions much more frequently.

Figure 17 Enterprise Software Value Chain – With Cloud Computing

With cloud computing is in play the end user is not dependent on hardware manufacturers to cycle through their hardware systems. They are only dependent on the software providers and hardly care about upgrading the underlying hardware infrastructure ever so often. The hardware dependency for end users that holds back upgrades no longer exists, increasing pressure on the application developer front to increase clock speed and provide shorter
periods between successive product/service introductions. While open source and applications migrated to a SaaS model (web applications) will quickly be able to meet this demand of higher clock speed enterprise software vendors would be challenged to catch-up.

The key insights from applying the double helix/clock speed/value chain framework are

- Cloud computing will become the key software provisioning platform. Driven by more efficient and cheaper means of software provisioning this channel will grow and replace in most cases the old legacy way of buying software licenses and running on local computing resources. As enterprises realize the benefits of cloud computing and migrate to cloud platforms, network effect will catapult cloud platforms as the means of delivering and running software.

- Enterprise software vendor will be pressured to increase their clock speed as a result of the shift towards cloud computing. Enterprises can increase their clock speed by either

  - Adding more resources to the development of software applications, which increases development cost and thus cost of applications to end users. Resource can also be added by farming out development to online communities thereby increasing the resource pool and sharing profits from
products with the online community of application writers. This is similar to the model that Apple has used to develop iPhone applications. Developers are provided the development tools and infrastructure to develop and can make their applications available to end users through Apple’s iTune store. The developers receive 70% of the revenue from the sales of their applications sharing 30% of the revenue with Apple. A similar environment can be created to help enterprises develop applications and online community developers are rewarded on the basis of usage and quality of the modules they code.

- Write applications in a more efficient manner by increasing reuse of already coded modules. This in turn requires that application architecture be modified to models that support reuse of code following Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) or Web Oriented Architecture.

- Enterprise software industry moving in the double helix to becoming a more modular industry. This indicates the overall software application industry breaking down from vertical silos to modular components that are interoperable modularization and customization by mixing and matching various components to build the final applications.
4. Recommendations

Following the analysis of cloud computing and its impact on ESV here are recommendations for ESVs to help them navigate through this technological innovation and emerge as players that not just survive this next disruption but use cloud computing to their own advantage. Cloud computing is disruptive to the existing technology of software application provisioning and the existing enterprise software business model and creates new software distribution channels. ESVs need to look at cloud computing seriously and adopt these new distribution and business model as their customers adopt cloud computing. ESVs should exploit these new technologies to their benefit, bring efficiencies in usage of computing resource utilization, reduce cost of operating their applications and thus help retain their customers. Below are recommendations that ESVs can adopt to align themselves along the cloud computing trend and in a position to be able to leverage cloud computing to their benefit.

4.1 Product Recommendations

Enterprise software vendors need to adapt their products to be able to deploy and run on cloud platforms and utilize the SaaS based architecture to improve computing resource utilization. As mentioned previously, while products can be run on a basic IaaS platform, this approach would not derive all the possible benefits from a PaaS or SaaS model. The product architecture also needs to change to be able to deliver applications as a service:
- Migrate legacy applications to SaaS platforms: While it is recommended to start developing application for a SaaS delivery model from the grounds up analysis needs to be done on cost related to development, maintenance, support and time-to-market to decide if they favor porting existing applications in the short run. The two approaches to migrate to using SaaS based delivery models are

  o Port existing applications: Decompose and repartition application to adopt a service oriented architecture (SOA). These services can then be used to deliver web services applications to the end user. This approach can help to quickly move to SaaS based delivery. In the long run solutions from this approach could prove costly due to maintenance cost and possible underlying architecture restrictions that does not allow multi-tenancy both at the application and database level.

  o Start fresh: Start from scratch and develop required functionalities using an available platform to quickly develop a SaaS version of your application. In this case firms use their domain knowledge to develop new SaaS based applications. All other complexities like multi-tenancy, scaling, versioning, security etc. are handled by the platform or can very easily be provided as external services that the application can use. Applications developed from the
grounds up will be able to easily incorporate multi-tenancy both at the application and underlying database level (Multi-tenant data architecture) to squeeze the benefits of SaaS.

- **Build migration utilities for applications users to migrate to SaaS**: Build utilities that help application users migrate to the SaaS offering of the application. This would involve developing utilities to migrate information/databases in legacy form that resides within the users IT infrastructure from an isolated to a shared multi-tenant data architecture supported by the SaaS based application and tools to help guide users get started and customize SaaS based application interface.

- **Offer a portfolio of SaaS solutions**: Build SaaS applications with metering/billing built into each logical functionality unit so that one can offer services at a lower granularity. Offer various levels of service along the line of different logical functionalities and different market segments at different pricing levels. This will allow customers to pick and choose and customize their SaaS experience and can cover most of their existing customer base. ESVs would likely not have enough leverage to impose a single SaaS model on their entire existing customer base.

- **Build additional security into application**: Additional security needs to be built into the applications running in a cloud environment since cloud computing supports multi-
tenancy and multiple clients share the same instance of the running application and underlying resource. The software application partitions the data and interface so that each client sees a customized virtual instance of the application. Security can be added in the form of stronger authentication, encryption of user data in database so that even if another user gets to someone else’s data they cannot use it and data redundancy to use in case of failures.

- **Build metering into applications to optimize for efficient use of computing resources:** In the cloud environment applications would have control over and would need to get and release computing resources efficiently so that resources are not held when they are not needed. Applications should meter and optimize use of
  
  - CPU
  
  - Storage
  
  - Data transfer

- **Adopting open source/network centric development models:** Analyzing the clock speeds for players down the value the chain of enterprise software it is clear that open source with their larger human resource pool and distributed development model can spin out software at a much faster pace. Supported by cloud computing resources that
are available on the cheap and being able to quickly develop and deploy applications without much investment in distribution open source software is going to become a bigger challenge to ESVs. ESVs need to utilize some of the collaborative software development methods supported by cloud computing and utilize the online community resource help develop application for the ESVs. Tapping into the online community of developers will help ESVs to innovate at a much faster rate, decentralize their development efforts and be able reduce their turnover time (higher release rates).

With added benefits of collaboration in cloud computing projects, network centric models can be advantageous, specially to develop large scale enterprise application. The model tracks Network Leadership from centralized to diffused and Innovation Space from defined to emergent on a 2x2 matrix. ESVs can use the Creative Bazaar model so that they have control over what is being developed but at the same time look at emerging technologies and capture these emerging features in their application. If building their own public cloud infrastructure they can use the MOD station model that utilizes defined set of hardware resource sourced from various external hardware vendors and assembled/modified to provide maximum return on capital investment.
4.2 Business Recommendations

In addition to product changes ESVs would also have to align their business processes along the new business models supported by cloud computing. These new business models promote use of computing resources, including hardware and software, as utilities, i.e. on a pay-per-use basis. Below are recommendations for ESVs to follow along the product
recommendations to fully align their businesses to make the best of the cloud computing trend.

- **Partner with cloud providers**: As seen in the value chain cloud providers have inserted themselves in the value chain between ESVs and application users. Public cloud providers are now a means of provisioning/distributing software applications. While maximum value, and thus revenues, can be captured by ESVs if they themselves roll out and offer public clouds to run their application, they might not hold the expertise to build and run a public cloud and also it might not be the best use of limited resource they own. Hence, ESVs need to partner with cloud service providers to be able to provision their applications.

- **Determine optimal SaaS Pricing**: ESVs will need to determine competitive pay-per-use pricing for their offerings. The pay-per-use or subscription model pricing would be determined by various factors cost factor like cost of development, maintenance and support and cost of hosting the application on a cloud. The pricing should also take in consideration the existing license pricing, i.e. the cost for a customer to use the SaaS offering should be comparable, if not less, to the cost incurred using the license model.

- **Frame an acceptable Service Level Agreement (SLA)**: When offering their applications as a service licenses are replaced by a Service Level Agreement (SLA)
which determines the service quality, priorities, responsibilities, guarantees and warranties. Special attention should be given to the SLA so that it does not promise anything more than the application can provide and also does guarantee a higher level of service than offered by the underlying cloud provider where the application is running.

- **Restructure sales incentives**: Sales organizations are arranged along strong incentives based on revenues which could be easily computed based on lump sum license and maintenance revenues. In the SaaS model, revenues are spread across a period of time in the form of subscription or pay-per-use. Hence sales incentives too would have to spread across a period of time determined by customer retention.
5. Risks & Risk Management

5.1 Risk

There is considerable risk going forward and betting on a particular cloud computing model. Once ESVs adopt a particular cloud offering they effectively tie the success to their software distribution and customer retention to the success of that platform. The major risks include:

- **Lower cloud adoption rates**: The rate of cloud adoption might be slower than expected, which will make returns on cloud initiatives longer to recover.

- **Regulations**: Geo-political, regulation and security issue might prevent or complicate usage of clouds with data warehouses outside geographical limits thus requiring a slightly different approach for each geographical region where the ESVs sell their applications.

- **Hacker/Virus attacks**: Centralized resources makes cloud an easier target for attacks, virus or other forms of attacks on a data warehouse can easily cripple a major chunk of services. ESVs will have usually locked in to a particular cloud service and platform to serve their applications and attacks or downtime would impact their customer base that uses their applications.
• **Uncharted waters**: Though cloud providers guarantee certain uptime under their SLAs their failover procedures under high volume usage are as yet mostly untested in real life situations.

### 5.2 Risk Management

ESVs can take the following precautionary steps to mitigate some of the new risks brought in by moving to cloud computing.

- **Get customer feedback, offer trial/beta versions**: Carefully analyze the business problem being solved by their applications, how well it fits in the cloud computing model, who is the customer and if the customer accepts a multi-tenant solution. Involve the customer and other partners in the ecosystem to share and reduce risk. ESV’s can start offering beta versions of SaaS applications to willing customers to collect feedback from customers.

- **Approach the cloud transition on a step-by-step basis**: ESVs can start by first moving applications to a service oriented or web oriented architecture. This will help them provide components of their application suite as a service without interfering with existing usage. Once they have their complete application ready to be offered as a service
they can segment their customer base and move a segment of their customers at a time to the SaaS model.

- **Build interoperable SaaS applications**: Build SaaS applications that are interoperable on target cloud platforms as well as internally provisioned services. With the trend of enterprises using a hybrid cloud solution, i.e. owning a small internal cloud infrastructure and outsourcing the rest of IT requirements to cloud providers enterprises might want to run some components of applications within their local cloud and the rest on public clouds. Making applications interoperable on different public clouds also prevents getting locked-in to a single cloud provider and allows enterprises to choose public cloud providers on the basis of performance and cost.

- **Select a cloud provider very carefully**: Investigate the cloud provider on the basis of availability of the offerings, number of references, relevant growth and financial stability of the provider and the service level agreement (SLA) offered.
# Appendix: Terminology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EUCALYPTUS</td>
<td>Elastic Utility Computing Architecture for Linking Your Programs To Useful Systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Hypervisor | A virtualization platform that allows multiple operating systems to run on a host computer at the same time. Hypervisors are currently classified in two types: 

A **Type 1** (or native or bare-metal) hypervisor is software that runs directly on a given hardware platform (as an operating system control program). A guest operating system thus runs at the second level above the hardware. The classic type 1 hypervisor was CP/CMS, developed at IBM in the 1960s, ancestor of IBM’s current z/VM. More recent examples are Oracle VM, VMware’s ESX Server, LynxSecure from LynuxWorks, L4 microkernels, Green Hills Software’s INTEGRITY Padded Cell, VirtualLogix’s VLX, TRANGO, IBM’s POWER Hypervisor (PR/SM), Microsoft’s Hyper-V (released in June 2008), Xen, Citrix XenServer, Parallels Server (released in 2008), ScaleMP’s vSMP Foundation (released in 2005) and Sun’s Logical Domains Hypervisor (released in 2005). A variation of this is embedding the hypervisor in the firmware of the platform, as is done in the case of Hitachi’s Virtage hypervisor. KVM, which turns a complete Linux kernel into a hypervisor, is also Type 1.

A **Type 2** (or hosted) hypervisor is software that runs within an operating system environment. A “guest” operating system thus runs at the third level above the hardware. Examples include VMware Server (formerly known as GSX), VMware Workstation, VMware Fusion, the open source QEMU, Microsoft’s Virtual PC and Microsoft Virtual Server products, Sun’s (formerly InnoTek) VirtualBox, as well as SWsoft’s Parallels Workstation and Parallels Desktop. |
| PaaS       | Platform as a Service                                                     |
| HaaS/IaaS  | Hardware as a Service/Infrastructure as a Service                         |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SaaS</th>
<th>Software as a Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLA</td>
<td>Service Level Agreement in cloud computing context, Software License Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDI</td>
<td>Cloud Desktop Infrastructure, desktops in the cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDI</td>
<td>Virtual Desktop Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVM</td>
<td>Kernel based Virtual Machine - is a Linux kernel virtualization infrastructure. Redhat and Ubuntu using KVM hypervisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPC</td>
<td>A VPC is a method for partitioning a public computing utility such as EC2 into a quarantined virtual infrastructure. A VPC may encapsulate multiple local and remote resources to appear as a single homogeneous computing environment allowing you to securely utilize remote resources as part of a seamless global compute infrastructure. Pasted from <a href="http://www.enomaly.com/FAQ.402.0.html#q10">http://www.enomaly.com/FAQ.402.0.html#q10</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Bursting</td>
<td>Cloud Bursting allows you to automatically scale to sudden and extreme spikes in demand by enabling a hybrid cloud computing model which combines both private data center resources and remote cloud resources such as Amazon EC2 Pasted from <a href="http://www.enomaly.com/FAQ.402.0.html#q10">http://www.enomaly.com/FAQ.402.0.html#q10</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMP</td>
<td>Symmetric Multiprocessing involves a multiprocessor computer-architecture where two or more identical processors can connect to a single shared main memory. Pasted from <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symmetric_multiprocessing">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symmetric_multiprocessing</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-tenant</td>
<td>A single instance supporting multiple users. This can be in context of an application where a single application instance supports multiple users or in context of a database where a single database supports multiple user data partitioning data so that each user sees only his relevant data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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